Reptilian Gods in the Quran

COULD THE JINN FLY?

ASSEMBLY OF ANUNNAKI (JINN)

This is the fifth in a series that
reports on the Quran’s explanation
of extraterrestrial gods’ interaction
with humans in the not too distant
past.

Seven top Anunnaki formed the
governing Assembly of the
Anunnaki which the Quran calls the
assembly of Jinn.

The Egyptian neteru flew in
celestial Boats. The Indian devas
rode in Vimana flying machines.
The Jewish Yahweh rode around in
a kabod and a Shechinah. The
Sumerian gods rode in ushumgals
(“great fiery serpents”), Shems,
Mumu, Naars, and Dingirs. They
used their vehicles for
transportation and for war.
In many cases, “holy words,”
“divine words” and “magical words”
are, when studied in the light of
science, words used for
technological devices that were too
advanced for primitive humans to
comprehend at the time.
Fortunately, the superstitious fear
held for such articles of the gods
made people reluctant to translate
them so they often came through
many languages nearly intact.
One such word is “Naar.” It is a
Sumerian words that means
“rocketship.” It went from
Sumerian to Akkadian and finally to
Arabic where it usually means
“fire.” But, in the Quran, it is best
understood in its original sense,
i.e., rocket ship. Because rockets
produce a fiery exhaust, Naar was
confused with fire. But the
astonishingly accurate Quran
conveys its original meaning
despite most translators’ ideas that

O assembly of Jinn and men, if you
are able to pass through the
regions of the asteroid belts and
the earth, then pass through. You
cannot possibly pass through
except with authority.
-- Quran 55:33
On the day he gathers them all
together: O assembly of Jinn, you
took much form men. And their
friends from among men will say,
“Our Lord, some of us profited by
others and we have reached our
appointed term which you
appointed for us. He said, “The
Naar is your abode, immortalized
therein except as Allah willed.
Surely your Lord is wise, knower.
-- Quran 6:129
The Jinn (Anunaki) had a ruling
assembly. In the last verse it is
said that the Jinn took much from
men as, an alternative translation
is, “you took away a large number
of people,” and refers to both alien
abductions and the act of human
sacrifice conducted on behalf of
flesh-eating reptilian Jinn.
But some people throughout time
actually benefited by betraying
humanity and doing the bidding of
their alien masters. Today, many of

it means fire.

the super rich fall into that
category.

When God questions Iblis about his
refusal to bow down to Adam, Iblis “The Lord” “gathers” (collects)
replies:
them and awards some (at least
that’s the promise) with
I am better than he.You created
immortality and life aboard a Naar
me from a Naar And you created
spaceship.
him from clay.
-- Quran 7:12
The less fortunate humans,
however, are abducted, enslaved
Being “created from a Naar” refers and wired up into an on-ship
to some type of genetic
matrix where their biochemicalmanipulation performed to facilitate electrical body functions are used
the long space flight from Nibiru to as fuel for the spaceship.
other planets like earth. Genetic
operations aboard space crafts
Then fear the Naar whose fuel is
were apparently commonplace.
men and stones.
R.A. Boulay wrote in Flying
Serpents and Dragons that “It was -- Quran 2:24
decided to create two goddesses in
the ‘creation chamber’ of the gods, The “stones” refer to crystals
presumably in the orbiting ship.”
analogous to Star Trek’s fictional
“dilithium crystals” used to power
Like the other ancient “gods,” the starships. Stones also refer to Me’s,
Quranic Jinn were able to fly.
computer systems and flight
information.
And we know that we cannot
escape Allah in the earth, nor can
And thou shalt set apart unto the
we escape Him by flight.
Lord all that openeth the matrix,
and every firstling that cometh of a
-- Quran 72:12
breast which thou hast, the males
shall be the Lord’s.
And we [Jinn] sought to reach the
asteroid belt, but we found it filled -- Exodus 13:12
with strong guards and flames
To be continued ……
-- Quran 72: 8
They [Shayateen] cannot listen to
the exalted Chiefs and they are
reproached from every side.
-- Quran 37:8
As the above verses indicated, the
Jinn were able to fly all the way to
the asteroid belt and, as we shall
see, wage war with Allah and his
angels.

